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Resource and Power Management for
In-Band D2D Communications
You-Chiun Wang
Abstract—Device-to-device (D2D) communications significantly increase the flexibility and capacity of a cellular network, where user equipments (UEs) are capable of directly conversing with each other without the relay by a base station (BS). For in-band D2D communications,
D2D pairs share the spectrum resources allocated to cellular UEs (CUEs), which are the UEs in contact with the BS or with other devices
through the BS. However, resource sharing would cause mutual signal interference between CUEs and D2D pairs. Consequently, how to
efficiently allocate resources to CUEs and D2D pairs and also decide appropriate transmitted power for them is critical. In the chapter, we
provide a comprehensive survey of resource and power management schemes for in-band D2D communications, and our discussion contains
four parts. First, we give an overview of D2D communications, including their architecture, control policy, and communication mode. Then, we
present the system model, which covers the network model, the estimation of channel quality, and the problem formulation for D2D resource
and power management. After that, we elaborate on the existing management schemes, which are classified into matching-based, gamebased, coloring-based, and other schemes. Finally, some research directions and challenges will be also addressed in this chapter.
Index Terms—in-band D2D communications, interference mitigation, power control, resource allocation, underlay mode.
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I NTRODUCTION

In traditional cellular networks, the communication of every
user equipment (UE) has to pass through the base station (BS).
Even though two UEs reside within the communication range
between each other, two-hop relay via the BS is mandatory.
Such a communication paradigm is fit for the Third Generation
(3G) or older cellular networks, where each user spends a small
amount of the BS’s spectrum resources for only voice calls or
text messages. Nowadays, more and more people employ cellular networks for web browsing and video watching, which
is bandwidth consuming. Moreover, IoT (Internet of Things)
devices have increased substantially year by year, which usually rely on cellular networks for communications [1]. In this
case, the traditional communication paradigm would not only
cause a shortage of spectrum resources, but also increase the
burden on a BS.
To tackle the above problem, the device-to-device (D2D) communication technique is proposed, which carries out the direct
communication between a pair of neighboring UEs (called a
D2D pair) without necessarily asking the BS to be a relay
node. This technique also brings some benefits [2], [3]. First,
the overall spectral efficiency is improved, because spectrum
resources can be shared between D2D pairs and other devices,
such as cellular UEs (CUEs, that is, the UEs communicating
with the BS or with other UEs via the BS). Second, since the
two UEs in a D2D pair are close to each other, a D2D sender
can curtail its transmitted power to save energy and reduce
interference. Third, using D2D communications is viewed as
an economical way to extend the service coverage of a BS.
The communication of a D2D pair can be either out-band
or in-band [4]. More concretely, out-band D2D pairs compete
with Wi-Fi or Bluetooth devices for the unlicensed band, which
could increase the available bandwidth. However, both service
discovery and connection setup for out-band D2D pairs and
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Fig. 1: An example of signal interference between CUEs and D2D pairs in
a cell, where we consider the downlink case.

Wi-Fi/Bluetooth devices must require user intervention. Even
worse, these Wi-Fi/Bluetooth devices would impose uncontrolled interference on the out-band D2D pairs and thereby
degrade their performance. On the other hand, in-band D2D
communications will take place only within the licensed band
used by CUEs. Thus, the aforementioned user intervention and
uncontrolled interference problems can be conquered. In this
chapter, our discussion aims at in-band D2D communications.
For in-band D2D communications, D2D pairs are able to
share the spectrum resources allocated to CUEs to improve
the resource utilization. Nevertheless, not every D2D pair is
applicable to share a CUE’s resource. Figure 1 illustrates an
example, where we consider the downlink case and dotted
lines indicate the interference relationship between CUEs and
D2D pairs. Suppose that the BS transmits data to a CUE
ui . As the receiver of D2D pair p1 is close to ui , the BS
will impose significant interference on that receiver. Thus, p1
cannot share the resource allocated to ui . On the other hand,
the receivers of both D2D pairs p2 and p3 are far away from
ui , so they can reuse ui ’s resource with quite little interference
from the BS. However, since p2 ’s sender may interfere with
p3 ’s receiver and vice versa (with their current transmitted
power), as shown in Figure 1, only one of p2 and p3 can share
ui ’s resource. In fact, we could carefully lower the transmitted
power of these D2D senders, so as to mitigate the interference
while keeping the channel quality of their receivers above an
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notation
ÛUL
ÛDL
P̂
R̂
τ
ui
pj
rk
ξ(x)
s̃(x, y)
g̃(x, y)
t̃(x)
t̃(τ [i])
λka
λmin
a
σ
zak
B
ε
L(x, y)
w(x, y)

TABLE 1: Summary of notations.
definition
the set of uplink CUEs in a cell, where NUL denotes the number of uplink CUEs in ÛUL
the set of downlink CUEs in a cell, where NDL denotes the number of downlink CUEs in ÛDL
the set of D2D pairs in a cell, where NDP denotes the number of D2D pairs in P̂
the set of RBs provided by the BS, where NRB denotes the number of RBs in R̂
the BS
a CUE in ÛUL or ÛDL
a D2D pair in P̂ (pSj : D2D sender, pR
j : D2D receiver)
an RB in R̂
the sender of node x
the strength of node x’s signal gotten by node y
the channel gain from node x to node y
the transmitted power of node x, where x is an uplink CUE or a D2D sender
the BS’s transmitted power to send data to a downlink CUE ui ∈ ÛDL
the current SINR of a CUE ua or a D2D pair pa on a specific RB rk
(k will be omitted if there is no RB specified)
the minimum required SINR of a CUE ua or a D2D pair pa
the power of the thermal noise
an indicator to reveal whether RB rk is allocated to a CUE ua or a D2D pair pa
total channel bandwidth
the exponent for path loss
the distance between two nodes x and y
the weight of an edge (x, y) in a graph

acceptable threshold (i.e., to satisfy their traffic demands). In
this way, both p2 and p3 are allowed to reuse ui ’s resource,
which further increases the resource utilization. As can be seen,
how to select D2D pairs to share the resource of each CUE
(namely resource allocation) and also adjust their transmitted
power (namely power control) plays a key role in deciding the
network performance.
In this chapter, we provide a comprehensive survey of
recent researches on resource and power management for
in-band D2D communications, which are classified into four
categories. First, the matching-based management schemes build a
weighted bipartite graph to describe the sharing relationship
between CUEs and D2D pairs, and then find a maximum
matching from the bipartite graph. Second, the game-based
management schemes apply game-theoretic models to handle
resource allocation and power control. Third, the coloring-based
management schemes convert the management problem into a
vertex coloring problem in the graph theory to mitigate interference between CUEs and D2D pairs when allotting resources
to them. Lastly, we introduce different management schemes
not in the above three categories.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2
gives a brief introduction to D2D communications and Section 3 presents the system model. After that, we discuss the
resource and power management schemes developed for inband D2D communications in Section 4, followed by research
directions and challenges in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this chapter. We summarize the notations and abbreviations used in this chapter in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.

2

OVERVIEW

OF

D2D C OMMUNICATIONS

In this section, we first introduce the system architecture
proposed by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
to support D2D communications. Then, we discuss the control
policy for D2D communications, followed their communication modes.
2.1

3GPP Architecture

A cellular network is typically split up into two parts: evolved
universal terrestrial access network (E-UTRAN) and evolved packet

abbreviation
3GPP
BnB
BS
CoAP
CSG
CUE
D2D
DC
DNN
EPC
ERP
E-UTRAN
HSS
IoT
MINP
MIS
MME
mmWave
P-GW
ProSe
RAN
RB
S-GW
SINR
SLA
UE
WOA

ProSe
function

(6)

TABLE 2: List of abbreviations.
full name
3rd Generation Partnership Project
branch-and-bound
base station
constrained application protocol
coalition structure generation
cellular user equipment
device to device
difference of convex
deep neural network
evolved packet core
equally reduced power
evolved universal terrestrial access network
home subscriber server
Internet of Things
mixed integer nonlinear programming
maximum independent set
mobility management entity
millimeter wave
packet data network gateway
proximity-based services
radio access network
resource block
serving gateway
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
SINR limited area
user equipment
whale optimization algorithm

HSS

MME
(2)

(5)
(4)

(5)

ProSe
application
server

ProSe
application

(3)
(3)

(7)
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New interfaces:
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Fig. 2: 3GPP architecture to support D2D communications.

core (EPC), as illustrated in Figure 2. E-UTRAN comprises multiple cells, each coordinated by one BS. EPC is the core network
responsible for management and control, which contains the
following major components: 1) the home subscriber server (HSS)
maintains a database for user authentication, 2) the mobility
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management entity (MME) processes signaling between UEs
and EPC, 3) a serving gateway (S-GW) routes packets and serves
as a mobility anchor when UEs move across cells, and 4) the
packet data network gateway (P-GW) connects to the external
network and performs policy enforcement such as flow control
and user charging [5].
To support D2D communications, 3GPP proposes the
proximity-based services (ProSe) [6] and adds three extra components to a cellular network (referring to Figure 2):

can be substantially reduced. However, because D2D pairs
handle resource allocation and power control by themselves,
they may cause non-neglected or even uncontrolled interference to CUEs. In view of this, the loose control policy is
usually applied to out-band D2D communications, where D2D
pairs vie with Wi-Fi/Bluetooth devices for the unlicensed band
instead of with CUEs for the licensed band.

ProSe application: This component is installed in a UE
to perform the service discovery and D2D communications, whose authorization process is done by the
PC3 protocol. Two ProSe applications can communicate
with each other through the PC5 interface (i.e., D2D
link). Moreover, a ProSe application can exchange the
application-layer parameters with the ProSe application
server by using the PC1 interface.
ProSe function: This logical function takes charge of
offering D2D parameters, identifying D2D applications,
and supporting network-related functionalities (e.g.,
authorization and charging). The PC4 interface is used
to connect the ProSe function and the HSS for managing
the information about subscribers.
ProSe application server: This server is regarded as one
third-party medium (i.e., not subject to the 3GPP standard), which stores the information of available functions to be provided to the ProSe applications. The
ProSe application server can communicate with the
ProSe function through a PC2 interface.

The communication mode decides how the UEs in a D2D pair
communicate with each other and use spectrum resources. In
the literature, there are three common modes proposed for inband D2D communications [2]:

•

•

•

2.3 Communication Mode

•

•

The aforementioned interfaces are defined in [7]. Furthermore,
the S6a interface between the HSS and the MME is also modified for these two components to exchange the information
about the ProSe subscription.
2.2

•

Control Policy

The D2D control policy determines how deeply the network
(including the BS and the EPC) is involved in the management
of D2D communications, which is divided into two types: full
control (i.e., entirely managed by the network) and loose control
(i.e., partially managed by the network) [8].
In the full control policy, the network takes responsibility
for most of the management work, for example, authentication,
resource allocation, and power control. This policy facilitates
the network to coordinate cellular and D2D communications,
which mitigates the mutual interference between CUEs and
D2D pairs. In addition, the BS can allocate resources to UEs
more efficiently and flexibly (e.g., giving priorities to some
UEs to fulfil their demands). However, the main cost of full
control is the signaling overhead required to manage D2D
communications. More concretely, CUEs as well as D2D pairs
have to keep informing the BS of their channel conditions, such
as the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) or the channel
quality indicator (CQI) [9], so the BS can allocate resources to
them without significant interference. Despite the signaling
overhead, most service providers prefer employing the full
control policy for in-band D2D communications.
In the loose control policy, the network performs only
authentication, while D2D pairs deal with the rest work. In
other words, UEs carry out D2D communications on their
own with limited intervention from the network’s side. As
compared with the full control policy, the signaling overhead

Cellular mode: The UEs in a D2D pair still require the
BS to relay their data. This mode is usually used in
the scenarios where these UEs are far away from each
other or the D2D communication cannot pay off. The BS
can easily control the interference of each UE, and there
is no need to implement D2D features. However, the
cellular mode inevitably results in the lowest spectral
efficiency.
Overlay mode: Two neighboring UEs can directly talk
to each other without the BS’s intervention. D2D pairs
and CUEs have their dedicated (and disjoint) resources
for data transmissions. Consequently, they would not
interfere with each other. However, since resources
cannot be shared between CUEs and D2D pairs, the
improvement in spectral efficiency may be limited.
The overlay mode is also known as the orthogonal or
dedicated mode.
Underlay mode: Similar to the overlay mode, the BS
need not act as the relay node for the two UEs in a
D2D pair. In theory, the underlay mode will achieve
the highest spectral efficiency, because cellular and
D2D communications can be carried out by reusing
resources. However, the BS has to cope with the mutual
interference between CUEs and D2D pairs that share
the same resource. The underlay mode is also called
the non-orthogonal or shared mode.

As compared with both cellular and overlay modes, the underlay mode can significantly improve network throughput. In
view of this, many research efforts address how to efficiently
allocate resources to CUEs and D2D pairs by adopting the
underlay mode.

3

S YSTEM M ODEL

In this section, we present the network model and then discuss
how to estimate the channel quality. Afterward, we formulate
the problem of resource and power management for in-band
D2D communications.
3.1 Network Model
Let us consider one macro-cell that covers multiple UEs, which
is coordinated by a BS (as denoted by τ ). Without loss of
generality, the BS is located at the cell’s center, and all UEs
are uniformly distributed inside the cell. Each UE operates in
the half-duplex mode, which means that the communication
of the UE is in only one direction (i.e., either transmitting or
receiving data) at a time. On the other hand, the BS works
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in the full-duplex mode, so it can transmit data to some UEs
while receiving data from some other UEs.
In every period (e.g., one transmission time interval), each
UE can select only one of the following communication behaviors: 1) transmitting data to the BS (called an uplink CUE),
2) receiving data from the BS (called a downlink CUE), and 3)
directly communicating with another UE (called a member of
a D2D pair). For the sake of convenience, let us denote by ÛUL ,
ÛDL , and P̂ the set of all uplink CUEs, the set of all downlink
CUEs, and the set of all D2D pairs in the cell, respectively. Any
two of the above sets have no overlaps. In other words, the
following condition is held:

(ÛUL ∩ ÛDL ) ∪ (ÛUL ∩ P̂) ∪ (ÛDL ∩ P̂) = ∅.

(1)

In addition, we denote by ui a CUE in ÛUL or ÛDL . For each
D2D pair pj ∈ P̂ , pSj and pR
j signify its sender and receiver,
respectively. Note that both pSj and pR
j have to be within the
communication range of each other.
The spectrum resources are divided into a set R̂ of disjointed resource blocks (RBs), and the BS is responsible for
allocating these RBs to CUEs and D2D pairs. The amount of
data that can be carried by an RB depends on its associated
modulation and coding scheme, which is decided by the
channel quality. In particular, when a receiver has a higher
SINR on the RB, its sender can encode data bits by a more
complex modulation and coding scheme, thereby increasing
the RB’s capacity [10]. Each RB occupies a fixed number of
orthogonal subcarriers, and the channel fading on the RB is
considered to be flat (e.g., following the Rayleigh distribution).
Furthermore, we assume that the power of the thermal noise
at each receiver on every RB is equal, which is denoted by
σ . Note that some management schemes consider dividing the
spectrum resources into disjointed subchannels rather than RBs.
Since these subchannels have similar features with RBs (such
as channel quality and fading), for the sake of consistency, we
use the term “RB” in this chapter.
Generally speaking, CUEs should be given precedence over
D2D pairs on allotting RBs, because CUEs are usually user
or monitoring devices while D2D pairs could be IoT devices
[11]. An uplink CUE and a downlink CUE might share an
RB, and the couple of these two CUEs is called a link couple
[12]. However, differen link couples cannot share the same
RB, since they have the same downlink transmitter (i.e., the
BS). Once different link couples use the same RB, the data for
different receivers will be mixed at the BS, thereby making
each receiver hard to distinguish its data from the overlapping
signals. On the other hand, D2D pairs are allowed to reuse the
RBs allocated to CUEs to improve the spectral efficiency.
3.2

Estimation of Channel Quality

Suppose that two nodes x and y are allocated with an RB rk ∈
R̂ to receive their data. Moreover, let us denote by ξ(y) the
sender of node y . Here, x, y , and ξ(y) can be a UE or the BS.
Then, the strength of ξ(y)’s signal gotten by x can be calculated
by

s̃(ξ(y), x) = g̃(ξ(y), x) × t̃(ξ(y)),

(2)

where g̃(ξ(y), x) signifies the channel gain from ξ(y) to x, and
t̃(ξ(y)) is ξ(y)’s transmitted power (to send data to y ). When
y = x (that is, they are the same node), a larger s̃(ξ(y), x) value
means that x has a higher SINR (i.e., better channel quality)

when receiving its data. Otherwise, ξ(y) imposes interference
on x, and a larger s̃(ξ(y), x) value implies that x has a lower
SINR (i.e., worse channel quality). In Equation (2), the gain can
be estimated by

g̃(ξ(y), x) = h̃ × L(ξ(y), x)−ε ,

(3)

where h̃ is the normalized fading in small scale, L(ξ(y), x) is
the distance between ξ(y) and x, and ε denotes the exponent
for path loss. One exception is that a link couple of uplink CUE
and downlink CUE share RB rk . In this case, the BS plays the
role of the sender for the downlink CUE and also the role of
the receiver for the uplink CUE at the same time (i.e., ξ(y) =
x = τ ). Consequently, the self-interference will occur at the BS,
which can be evaluated as follows:

s̃(τ, τ ) = ḡτ × t̃(τ [i]),

(4)

where ḡτ is the cancelation factor of the BS’s self-interference
and t̃(τ [i]) is the transmitted power for the BS to send data
to the downlink CUE ui in that link couple. According to [13],
the value of ḡτ can be decreased to 110 dB .
Let zik be an indicator to reveal whether a CUE ui or a D2D
pair pi uses an RB rk for communication, where zik = 1 if rk is
allocated to ui (or pi ), and zik = 0 otherwise. For each uplink
CUE ua ∈ ÛUL , the corresponding SINR on rk (measured at
the BS’s side) is estimated by

λka = P

zak × s̃(ua , τ )
.
P
S
k
k
ui ∈ÛDL zi × s̃(τ, τ ) +
pj ∈P̂ zj × s̃(pj , τ ) + σ

(5)

In particular, the three terms of the denominator in Equation (5) sequentially indicate the amount of self-interference at
the BS (caused by the downlink communications), the amount
of interference from the D2D pairs using the same RB, and the
thermal noise (i.e., σ ).
For each downlink CUE ub ∈ ÛDL , its SINR on rk is
measured by

λkb = P

ui ∈ÛUL

zik

zbk × s̃(τ, ub )
.
P
× s̃(ui , ub ) + pj ∈P̂ zjk × s̃(pSj , ub ) + σ
(6)

The first two terms of the denominator in Equation (6) give
the amount of interference from the uplink CUEs and the D2D
pairs that also use rk .
For each D2D pair pc ∈ P̂ , the SINR on rk (measured at the
side of pR
c ) is calculated by

λkc = P
χ=

X

ui ∈ÛUL

zik

×

pl ∈P̂,pl 6=pc

zck × s̃(pSc , pRc )
P
R
s̃(ui , pc ) + uj ∈ÛDL zjk

zlk × s̃(pSl , pRc )

× s̃(τ, pRc ) + χ + σ

.

(7)

Since a D2D pair can reuse the RBs allocated to a CUE, the
interference sources will include (1) the uplink CUEs, (2) the BS
(which sends data to the downlink CUEs), (3) the D2D senders
not in the same D2D pair, and (4) the thermal noise. These four
terms are reflected in the denominator in Equation (7).
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Problem Formulation

CUEs

Let B be the total channel bandwidth. According to the Shannon’s capacity formula [14], we can estimate the amount of
network throughput as follows:
X B
Φ=
(Φa + Φb + Φc ) ,
(8)
|R̂|
rk ∈R̂
X
Φa =
log2 (1 + λka ),
ua ∈ÛUL
X
Φb =
log2 (1 + λkb ),
u ∈Û
X b DL
Φc =
log2 (1 + λkc ),

ui

D2D pairs

Weight
w(ui,pj)

…

pj

…

3.3

5

pc ∈P̂

where “| · |” represents the number of elements in a set (that
is, |R̂| is the number of RBs in R̂). After that, an RB allocation
solution can be described as a matrix Z whose dimension is
(NUL + NDL + NDP ) × NRB , where NUL = |ÛUL |, NDL = |ÛDL |,
NDP = |P̂|, and NRB = |R̂|:


ZUL
(9)
Z =  ZDL  ,
ZDP
 
 
where ZUL = zak NUL ×NRB , ZDL = zbk NDL ×NRB , and ZDP =
 k
zc NDP ×NRB signify the matrices of RB allocation for uplink
CUEs, downlink CUEs, and D2D pairs, respectively. On the
other hand, a power allocation solution can be expressed by a
matrix T of dimension (NUL + NDL + NDP ) as follows:


TUL
(10)
T =  TDL  ,
TDP




where TUL = t̃(ua ) NUL , TDL = t̃(τ [b]) NDL , and TDP =
 S 
t̃(pc ) NDP denote the matrices of power allocation for uplink
CUEs, downlink CUEs, and D2D pairs, respectively.
After that, the problem of resource and power management
for in-band D2D communications can be formulated as an
optimization problem:

[Zopt , Topt ] = argZ,T max Φ,

(11)

subject to the following constraints:

zak , zbk , zck ∈ {0, 1},

∀ua ∈ ÛUL , ∀ub ∈ ÛDL ,

(12)

∀pc ∈ P̂, ∀rk ∈ R̂,
X

X

ua ∈ÛUL

zak

≤ 1,

z k ≤ 1,
ub ∈ÛDL b
tmin
≤ t̃(ua ) ≤ tmax
,
a
a
min
max
tτ ≤ t̃(τ [b]) ≤ tτ ,
tmin
≤ t̃(pSc ) ≤ tmax
,
c
c

∀rk ∈ R̂,

(13)

∀rk ∈ R̂,

(14)

∀ua ∈ ÛUL ,

(15)

∀ub ∈ ÛDL ,

(16)

∀pc ∈ P̂.

(17)

The objective function in Equation (11) wants to find out
the optimal solution to RB and power allocation (i.e., Zopt
and Topt ), so as to maximize network throughput. Then,
Equation (12) means that zak , zbk , zck are indicators whose
values are either 0 or 1. Both constraints in Equations (13) and
(14) indicate that every RB can be allocated to at most one
uplink CUE and one downlink CUE, respectively. These two
constraints together imply that at most one link couple can use
the same RB for data transmissions. After that, Equation (15)
gives the lower and upper bounds on the transmitted power
and
of each uplink CUE ua ∈ ÛUL , which are denoted by tmin
a

Fig. 3: A weighted bipartite graph to reveal the partnership of CUEs and
D2D pairs.

, respectively. Equation (16) indicates the lower and upper
tmax
a
bounds on the BS’s transmitted power to send data to a downlink CUE in ÛDL , as denoted by tmin
and tmax
, respectively.
τ
τ
Finally, Equation (17) puts the lower and upper bounds on the
transmitted power of each D2D sender, which are denoted by
for a D2D pair pc ∈ P̂ , respectively.
and tmax
tmin
c
c
The above formulation is in the form of mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINP) [15], which means that this problem
is NP-hard. In addition, the optimal solution Zopt to RB
allocation and the optimal solution Topt to power allocation
cannot be obtained independently. That is because the power
allocation determines the intensity of the receiving signals and
also the interference relationship between different communication links. On the other hand, the interference relationship
substantially affects network throughput. Consequently, it is a
big challenge to efficiently manage resources and transmitted
power for in-band D2D communications.

4

R ESOURCE

AND

P OWER M ANAGEMENT S CHEMES

In this section, we discuss the existing resource and power
management schemes proposed for in-band D2D communications, which are divided into four categories: matching-based,
game-based, coloring-based, and other schemes. Then, we give
a comparison between these management schemes. If not
specified, the underlay mode is employed by a management
scheme, as discussed in Section 2.3.
4.1 Matching-based Management Schemes
The matching-based management schemes construct a
weighted bipartite graph to reveal the RB-sharing partnership
of UEs, which comprises a vertex set V̂ and an edge set Ê ,
as shown in Figure 3. Specifically, the vertex set V̂ contains
the involved UEs, which is further divided into two subsets
composed of CUEs and D2D pairs. On the other hand, each
edge in Ê joins one CUE ui to a D2D pair pj , which indicates
that pj wants to reuse ui ’s RB. Moreover, there is a weight
w(ui , pj ) associated with every edge (ui , pj ) in Ê .
Chen et al. [16] assume that there are more uplink CUEs
than D2D pairs in a cell (that is, V̂ = ÛUL ∪ P̂ and |ÛUL | >
|P̂|). Each uplink CUE ui ∈ ÛUL has a dedicated RB and its
transmitted power t̃(ui ) is fixed to t̄i . On the other hand, the
transmitted power of each D2D sender pSj is set to t̃(pSj ) = t̄j
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(i.e. also predefined). Then, the weight of each edge (ui , pj ) in
Ê is defined as follows:
!
g̃(ui , τ ) × t̄i
B
+
log2 1 +
w(ui , pj ) =
g̃(pSj , τ ) × t̄j + σ
|R̂|
!
g̃(pSj , pRj ) × t̄j
B
log2 1 +
.
(18)
g̃(ui , pRj ) × t̄i + σ
|R̂|
In Equation (18), the first term gives ui ’s expected throughput
and the second term indicates pj ’s expected throughput when
ui and pj share the same RB. However, since |ÛUL | is larger
than |P̂|, a number (|ÛUL | − |P̂|) of extended nodes are added
to the subset P̂ in the bipartite graph. The corresponding
transmitted power t̃(pSj ′ ) of an extended node pj ′ ∈ P̂ is
zero (as it is virtual). Then, for each edge (ui , pj ′ ) linked to
an extend node, according to Equation (18), its weight can be
simplified to


g̃(ui , τ ) × t̄i
B
.
(19)
log2 1 +
w(ui , pj ′ ) =
σ
|R̂|
By using the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm [17], a matching in
which the sum of edge weights is maximized (also known
3
as a maximum-weight matching) can be found in O(NUL
) time,
where NUL is the number of uplink CUEs (i.e., |ÛUL |). After
that, for each edge (ui , pj ) in the maximum-weight matching,
D2D pair pj is allowed to share CUE ui ’s RB. However, if pj
is an extended node (i.e., pj = pj ′ ), it means that CUE ui will
use its RB solely.
Feng et al. [18] consider a similar scenario with the work
[16] (i.e., |ÛUL | > |P̂|). For each uplink CUE ui ∈ ÛUL and each
D2D pair pj ∈ P̂ , they find the best transmitted power for
ui and pSj (as denoted by t∗i and t∗j , respectively) to maximize
their throughput:

t∗i , t∗j = arg max log2 (1 + λi ) + log2 (1 + λj ),
(20)
t̃(ui ),t̃(pSj )

subject to

λi =
λj =

g̃(ui , τ ) × t̃(ui )
≥ λmin
,
i
g̃(pSj , τ ) × t̃(pSj ) + σ
g̃(pSj , pRj ) × t̃(pSj )
g̃(ui , pRj ) × t̃(ui ) + σ

≥ λmin
j ,

S
D2D
t̃(ui ) ≤ tCUE
max and t̃(pj ) ≤ tmax ,

λmin
i

(21)
(22)
(23)

λmin
j

where
and
are the target SINRs for CUE ui and
D2D
D2D pair pj , respectively. Moreover, tCUE
max and tmax denote
the maximum transmitted power of CUEs and D2D senders,
respectively. In Equation (20), the bandwidth of each RB (i.e.,
B/|R̂|) is omitted for simplification (as the bandwidth is a
constant). For CUE ui , if there is no D2D pair to share its RB,
the amount of ui ’s maximum throughput will be
!
g̃(ui , τ ) × tCUE
max
.
(24)
φi = log2 1 +
σ
When D2D pair pj shares ui ’s RB, the aggregate throughput
will be
!
g̃(ui , τ ) × t∗i
sum
+
φi,j = log2 1 +
g̃(pSj , τ ) × t∗j + σ
!
g̃(pSj , pRj ) × t∗j
log2 1 +
.
(25)
g̃(ui , pRj ) × t∗i + σ

Afterward, the weight of each edge (ui , pj ) in the bipartite
graph, where ui ∈ ÛUL and pj ∈ P̂ , is defined as the amount
of throughput gain by D2D pair pj , which is calculated by
φsum
i,j − φi . Like [16], a maximum-weight matching is found
by the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm, so the time complexity of the
3
RB allocation method in [18] is O(NUL
). However, the time
complexity of the power control method (i.e., Equation (20)) is
not analyzed.
Chang et al. [19] let the D2D pairs share the RBs that have
been allocated to the downlink CUEs (i.e., V̂ = ÛDL ∪ P̂ ).
To do so, each CUE ui ∈ ÛDL maintains a preference list of
the desired D2D pairs, which sorts each D2D pair pj ∈ P̂
R
in decreasing order according to the ratio g̃(pSj , pR
j )/g̃(ui , pj ),
S
where g̃(pSj , pR
j ) denotes the channel gain from the sender pj
R
R
to the receiver pj in D2D pair pj , and g̃(ui , pj ) represents
the channel gain between CUE ui and D2D receiver pR
j . In
particular, with a larger gain value g̃(pSj , pR
j ), CUE ui could
experience less interference from D2D sender pSj , because pSj
can transmit data to pR
j by using less power to reach its target
SINR. On the other hand, each D2D pair pj in P̂ also adopts
a preference list to prioritize each CUE ui in ÛDL according to
the ratio g̃(τ, ui )/g̃(ui , pR
j ), where g̃(τ, ui ) is the channel gain
between the BS and ui . More concretely, when a CUE has a
larger gain value g̃(τ, ui ), it can be more resistant to the intracell interference. Besides, the CUE will experience less interference from the D2D sender if the gain value g̃(ui , pR
j ) is smaller.
After that, the Gale-Shapley algorithm [20] is applied to match
downlink CUEs and D2D pairs according to their preference
lists. As to the time complexity, constructing the preference
lists for all downlink CUEs and D2D pairs takes time of
O(NDL log2 NDL ) + O(NDP log2 NDP ), where NDL is the number
of downlink CUEs in ÛDL , and NDP is the number of D2D
pairs in P̂ . Then, running the Gale-Shapley algorithm requires
O(NDL × NDP ) time. Supposing that NDL > NDP > log2 NDL
(i.e., there are more downlink CUEs than D2D pairs), the total
time complexity will be O(NDL log2 NDL ) + O(NDP log2 NDP ) +
O(NDL × NDP ) = O(NDL × NDP ).
Given a set ÛUL of uplink CUEs and a set P̂ of D2D pairs,
Zhou et al. [21] allocate one RB to each CUE and then make
D2D pairs reuse their RBs, where each RB is allowed to be
shared by at most one D2D pair, such that the overall energy
efficiency can be maximized. Specifically, the energy efficiency
(measured in bits/J/Hz) is defined as the amount of spectrum
efficiency (measured in bits/s/Hz) divided by the total power
consumption (measured in W) [22]. Then, a partner selection
matrix CNUL ×NDP for CUEs is built, where the (i, j)-th element
ci,j ∈ {0, 1} indicates the selection decision of the CUED2D partnership (ui , pj ) for CUE ui ∈ ÛUL and D2D pair
pj ∈ P̂ . If ci,j = 1, ui prefers to have a relationship with pj .
Otherwise, we have ci,j = 0. Moreover, a partner selection
matrix DNDP ×NUL for D2D pairs is built, where the (j, i)-th
element dj,i ∈ {0, 1} indicates the selection decision of the
D2D-CUE partnership (pj , ui ) for D2D pair pj ∈ P̂ and CUE
ui ∈ ÛUL . If dj,i = 1, pj prefers to form a relationship with
ui . Otherwise, dj,i is set to zero. Then, for each uplink CUE
ui ∈ ÛUL , its spectrum efficiency is calculated by

ϑi = log2

g̃(ui , τ ) × t̃(ui )
1+
P
σ + pj ∈P̂ ci,j × dj,i × g̃(pSj , τ ) × t̃(pSj )

!

.

(26)
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Moreover, the power consumption for CUE ui is estimated as
follows:

ei =

t̃(ui )
+ ecir ,
η

(27)

where η denotes the power amplifier efficiency (0 < η < 1)
and ecir is the total circuit power consumption (i.e., the amount
of power consumed by the frequency synthesizer, mixer,
analog-to-digital converter, digital-to-analog converter and so
on).
On the other hand, for each D2D pair pj ∈ P̂ , its spectrum
efficiency is estimated by
!
X
ci,j × dj,i × g̃(pSj , pRj ) × t̃(pSj )
.
ϑj =
log2 1 +
σ + ci,j × dj,i × g̃(ui , pSj ) × t̃(ui )
ui ∈ÛUL

(28)

In addition, the power consumption for D2D pair pj is measured by

ej =

X ci,j × dj,i × t̃(pSj )

ui ∈ÛUL

η

+ 2ecir .

(29)

After that, each CUE is associated with a preference list,
which sorts every D2D pair pj in P̂ based on the value of
ϑj /ej decreasingly. On the other hand, each D2D pair is also
associated with a preference list that sorts every CUE ui in
ÛUL according to the value of ϑi /ei in descending order. The
Gale-Shapley algorithm is then adopted to match CUEs with
D2D pairs. According to [21], the time complexity is shown
to be O(α1 NUL × NDP ), where α1 is the number of iterations
used to find adequate transmitted power for UEs (including
uplink CUEs and D2D senders) and construct the two partner
selection matrices.
Mondal et al. [23] assume that there is a set R̂ of RBs
allocated to a set ÛUL of uplink CUEs. The objective is to
schedule the D2D pairs in P̂ to reuse these RBs, where each
D2D pair is allowed to reuse at most α2 RBs in R̂ (α2 ≥ 1),
such that their data rates can achieve the proportional fairness.
Suppose that an RB rk ∈ R̂ is allocated to a CUE ui ∈ ÛUL
whose minimum required SINR is λmin
. If rk is also allotted to
i
a D2D pair pj ∈ P̂ , the transmitted power for its sender must
satisfy the following condition:

t̃(pSj ) ≤

σ
g̃(ui , τ ) × t̃(ui )
−
.
S
min
λi × g̃(pj , τ )
g̃(pSj , τ )

(30)

Then, the achievable data rate for D2D pair pj can be estimated
by
!
g̃(pSj , pRj ) × t̃(pSj )
B
log2 1 +
.
(31)
φj =
g̃(ui , pRj ) × t̃(ui ) + σ
|R̂|
To allocate the RBs in R̂ to the D2D pairs in P̂ , a weighted
bipartite graph is constructed, whose vertex set contains a
special set D̂′ and the set R̂, where D̂′ is the set of D2D pairs in
P̂ repeated α2 times (since each D2D pair can reuse at most α2
RBs). Moreover, for each edge (pj , rk ) in the bipartite graph,
where pj ∈ D̂′ and rk ∈ R̂, the associated weight is calculated
avg
avg
by φj /φj , where φj denotes the average data rate of D2D
pair pj in the past. Here, the weight can be viewed as a metric
to evaluate the degree of proportional fairness [24]. After that,
the Blossom algorithm [25] is adopted to match the D2D pairs
in D̂′ and the RBs in R̂. In [23], it consumes O(α22 NDP ) time
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to calculate edge weights. Moreover, the Blossom algorithm
takes O(((α2 + 1)NDP )3 ) time. To sum up, the overall time
complexity is O(α22 NDP )+O(((α2 +1)NDP )3 ) = O((α2 NDP )3 ).
4.2 Game-based Management Schemes
As the name suggests, the game-based management schemes
formulate the resource allocation problem or the power control
problem by using different strategic games. Then, various
game-theoretic mechanisms are proposed to solve these problems.
Chen et al. [26] let the D2D pairs in P̂ reuse the RBs
allocated to the uplink CUEs in ÛUL , where the Stackelberg
game is used to find the transmitted power of each D2D sender
(i.e., power control). In a general Stackelberg game with one
leader and one follower [27], according to the price offered
by the leader, the follower decides its best quantity such that
the follower’s utility can be maximized. Moreover, the leader
knows the follower’s quantity function of the price variable,
and it charges a price for the follower in order to maximize
the leader’s utility. For power control, the leader is a CUE
ui ∈ ÛUL and the follower is a D2D pair pj ∈ P̂ that wants
to share ui ’s RB. The objective is to find the optimal price µ
and the best transmitted power t̃(pSj ) for D2D sender pSj , such
that the utilities of both ui and pj can be maximized. For D2D
pair pj (i.e., the follower), the utility function is defined as its
throughput subtracted by the payment that pj should pay for
sharing ui ’s RB, which is expressed by
!
g̃(pSj , pRj ) × t̃(pSj )
S
UD (µ, t̃(pj )) = log2 1 +
−
g̃(ui , pRj ) × t̃(ui ) + ΩD

µ × g̃(pSj , τ ) × t̃(pSj ),

(32)

where

ΩD =

X

pa ∈P̂i

g̃(pSa , pRj ) × t̃(pSa ) + σ,

(33)

where P̂i ⊂ P̂ is the subset of D2D pairs that currently share
ui ’s RB. On the other hand, for CUE ui (i.e., the leader),
the utility function is defined as its throughput added by
the revenue that ui earns from D2D pair pj , which can be
expressed by
!
g̃(ui , τ ) × t̃(ui )
S
UC (µ, t̃(pj )) = log2 1 +
+
g̃(pSj , τ ) × t̃(pSj ) + ΩC

χµ × g̃(pSj , τ ) × t̃(pSj ),

(34)

X

(35)

where

ΩC =

pa ∈P̂i

g̃(pSa , τ ) × t̃(pSa ) + σ,

and χ is a constant ratio of the revenue that CUE ui obtains
to the payment that D2D pair pj pays. The optimal price µ
takes only on one of the six values derived in [26], and the best
transmitted power can be calculated as follows:

t̃(pSj ) =

g̃(ui , pRj ) × t̃(ui ) + ΩD
1
−
.
S
µ ln 2 × g̃(pj , τ )
g̃(pSj , pRj )

(36)

On the other hand, the resource allocation problem (for
D2D pairs) is translated into a maximum independent set (MIS)
problem. More concretely, a conflict graph is constructed for
D2D pairs, where each vertex corresponds to a D2D pair
not allocated any RB yet. For any two vertices pa and pb
in the graph, there is an edge (pa , pb ) to connect them if
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the distance between D2D pairs pa and pb is shorter than a
given threshold (in other words, these two D2D pairs will
impose significant interference on each other). Because the MIS
problem is NP-hard, the heuristic algorithm in [28] is used to
find an approximate solution. Let P̂MIS be an MIS of D2D pairs
found by the heuristic, where these D2D pairs will not interfere
with each other. For each D2D pair pj ∈ P̂MIS , the transmitted
power of its sender is decided by Equation (36). Afterward,
we check whether adding pj to P̂i (i.e., sharing the RB of CUE
ui ) can still satisfy the target SINRs of both ui and pj . If so,
pj is moved from P̂MIS to P̂i . Otherwise, pj is kept in P̂MIS for
another trial. For the time complexity, since the optimal price
µ is limited to the six values, it takes a constant time to find the
transmitted power for each D2D sender by Equation (36) (i.e.,
the Stackelberg game). Moreover, the heuristic in [28] requires
3
O(NDP
) time to find the MIS solution. To sum up, the total
3
3
time complexity is NDP × O(1) + O(NDP
) = O(NDP
).
Given a set R̂ of RBs, each allocated to one uplink CUE
whose transmitted power is fixed to t̄, Yuan et al. [29] let a set
P̂ of D2D pairs share the RBs in R̂ and decide their transmitted
power, so as to maximize the throughput of D2D pairs while
suppressing their interference to cellular links. An RB can be
shared by multiple D2D pairs, but each D2D pair is given at
most one RB. Let zik be an indicator to reveal whether RB rk
is allocated to D2D pair pi , where zik ∈ {0, 1}. Then, the data
rate of pi on rk is estimated by
!
zik × g̃(pSi , pRi ) × t̃(pSi )
φi,k = log2 1 +
,
(37)
σ + φ1 + φ2

φ1 = g̃(uk , pRi ) × t̄,
X
φ2 =
zjk × g̃(pSj , pRi ) × t̃(pSj ),
pj ∈P̂\{pi }

where CUE uk uses RB rk . In Equation (37), the bandwidth
is omitted for simplification. Given the transmitted power of
each D2D sender (that is, t̃(pSi ) is predefined, ∀pi ∈ P̂ ), the
RB allocation problem for D2D pairs is formulated as a manyto-one matching game. More concretely, given two disjoint sets
P̂ and R̂ of players, a many-to-one matching ζ is a subset of
P̂ ⊗ R̂ such that (1) |ζ(pi )| = 1 and (2) |ζ(rk )| ≤ nk , ∀rk ∈ R̂
and ζ(rk ) = ∅ if RB rk is not allocated to any D2D pair, where
ζ(pi ) = {rk ∈ R̂ | (pi , rk ) ∈ ζ} and ζ(rk ) = {pi ∈ P̂ | (pi , rk ) ∈
ζ}. Specifically, condition (1) indicates that each D2D pair is
matched to an RB in any matching, and condition (2) means
that at most nk D2D pairs can reuse RB rk .
In the many-to-one matching game, a utility function is
used to describe the preference of each player. In particular,
the utility of D2D pair pi for RB rk is defined by
X
S R
S
fi (rk ) = φi,k −
µIP
j,k × g̃(pi , pj ) × t̃(pi ) − µCH ,
pj ∈P̂\{pi }

(38)

where µIP
j,k denotes the interference price [30], which is the
decrease of the data rate of D2D pair pi with relation to one
unit increment of the interference from other D2D pairs on RB
rk , and µCH is the price that pi should pay to reuse rk . On the
other hand, to restrain the interference to cellular links, given
a subset P̂k ⊆ P̂ of D2D pairs, the utility function for RB rk is
defined as follows:
X
fk (P̂k ) = µCH × |P̂k | − µk
g̃(pSi , τ ) × t̃(pSi ), (39)
pi ∈P̂k

where µk is the price of rk . In Equation (39), despite the
interference caused by D2D pairs to a cellular link, rk can

still get payoff from RB sharing, which encourages the CUE
to share its RB with D2D pairs. Then, the swap-matching
approach in [31] is employed to find the solution to the
matching game according to the preferences of D2D pairs and
RBs. After obtaining the result of RB allocation for D2D pairs,
the transmitted power of D2D senders is decided by playing
the Stackelberg game, just like that discussed in [26].
Given uplink CUEs (i.e., ÛUL ) and D2D pairs (i.e, P̂ ), Sun et
al. [32] formulate the resource allocation problem by a coalition
formation game, where each D2D pair forms a coalition with
multiple CUEs, whereas a CUE merely chooses one coalition
to join. In other words, each D2D pair can reuse the RBs of
multiple CUEs, but each CUE is allowed to share its RB with
just one D2D pair. Supposing that a CUE ui ∈ ÛUL shares its
RB with a D2D pair pj ∈ P̂ , their data rates (as denoted by
D2D
φCUE
i,j and φj,i , respectively) are estimated as follows:
!
g̃(ui , τ ) × t̃(ui )
CUE
φi,j = log2 1 +
,
(40)
g̃(pSj , τ ) × t̃(pSj ) + σ
!
g̃(pSj , pRj ) × t̃(pSj )
D2D
φj,i = log2 1 +
,
(41)
g̃(ui , pRj ) × t̃(ui ) + σ
where the bandwidth is also omitted for simplification. Let
D2D
φCUE
min and φmin denote the minimum required rates for CUEs
and D2D pairs, respectively. Then, the coalition formation
game will find a set of coalitions Θ = {Θ1 , Θ2 , · · · , Θ|P̂| }.
Each coalition Θj in Θ contains D2D pair pj and possibly
multiple CUEs, which means that pj will share the RBs of these
CUEs, and its utility is defined by

CUE
if φCUE
 0,
i,j < φmin , ∃ui ∈ Θj
D2D
D2D
0,
if φj,i < φmin , ∃ui ∈ Θj
f (Θj ) =
(42)
 P
D2D
φ
,
otherwise
ui ∈Θj j,i
In other words, the utility will be the sum rate of pj by reusing
the RBs of the CUEs in Θj . To play the game, the set Θ is
initialized to be all singletons (for D2D pairs):
n
o
Θ = Θ1 , Θ2 , · · · , Θ|P̂| , Θ|P̂|+1
n
o
= {p1 }, {p2 }, · · · , {p|P̂| }, {∅} ,
(43)

where Θ|P̂|+1 is an empty coalition at beginning. Each CUE

ui ∈ ÛUL chooses the coalition, say, Θj to join, such that ui
and pj has the minimum mutual interference. However, if the
joining of ui leads to f (Θj ) = 0, it means that the data rates
of some UEs in Θj cannot satisfy their requirements. Thus, ui
leaves the current coalition and joins Θ|P̂|+1 . In other words,
ui will not share its RB with any D2D pair.
On the other hand, the power control problem is formulated as follows:
X
X
D2D
D2D
sign(φD2D
arg maxt̃(ui ),t̃(pS )
j,i − φmin ) × φj,i ,
j

ui ∈ÛUL

pj ∈P̂

(44)

subject to
CUE
φCUE
i,j ≥ φmin ,

∀ui ∈ ÛUL ,

(45)

t̃(ui ) ≤ tCUE
max ,
S
t̃(pj ) ≤ tD2D
max ,

∀ui ∈ ÛUL ,

(46)

∀pj ∈ P̂,

(47)

where
sign(x) =



1,
−1,

if x ≥ 0
otherwise

(48)
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The objective function in Equation (44) is to maximize the
throughput of D2D pairs. The constraint in Equation (45) is
to ensure that each CUE can meet its rate requirement. Both
D2D
Equations (46) and (47) put upper bounds tCUE
max and tmax on
the transmitted power of CUEs and D2D pairs, respectively.
After that, the whale optimization algorithm (WOA) proposed in
[33] is used to solve the power control problem, which is a
meta-heuristic optimization algorithm mimicking the hunting
behavior of humpback whales.
Najla et al. [34] adopt the overlay mode, where D2D pairs
have dedicated RBs for communications, instead of sharing
RBs with CUEs (and interfering with them). Specifically, there
is a set R̂ of RBs dedicated to a set P̂ of D2D pairs (|R̂| =
|P̂|), where each RB may be allocated to a D2D pair or shared
by multiple D2D pairs. The objective is to maximize the sum
rate of all D2D pairs in P̂ , provided that the rate of each D2D
pair is at least φmin . This problem is formulated as a coalition
structure generation (CSG) problem [35], which finds a set Θ =
{Θ1 , Θ2 , · · · , ΘM } of coalitions of D2D pairs. Each coalition
Θm contains a subset of D2D pairs in P̂ that can mutually
reuse all RBs assigned to these D2D pairs in Θm . Besides, each
D2D pair joins at most one coalition. Mathematically, the CSG
problem can be expressed as follows:

Θ = arg max

X

pi ∈P̂

X

B
rk ∈R̂

|R̂|

log2 (1 + λki ),

(49)

subject to
X

B

rk ∈R̂

|R̂|

log2 (1 + λki ) ≥ φmin , ∀pi ∈ P̂.

(50)

The objective function in Equation (49) is to maximize the overall data rate of D2D pairs, where B is the channel bandwidth,
and λki is the SINR of D2D pair pi on RB rk , which is calculated
by

λki =

σ+

P

g̃(pSi , pRi ) × t̃(pSi )
,
S
S R
pa ∈P̂k ,pa 6=pi g̃(pa , pi ) × t̃(pa )

(51)

where P̂k is a set of D2D pairs using RB rk . On the other hand,
Equation (50) gives the φmin constraint for each D2D pair.
Then, the sequential bargaining game is applied to solve
the CSG problem, which defines a utility function for any two
D2D pairs pi and pj in P̂ as follows:

fi,j


 −1
−1
=
 gain
φi,j

if φi,i + φi,j < φmin
if φj,i + φj,j < φmin
otherwise,

(52)

where φx,y denotes the data rate of D2D pair x on RB ry , where
x, y ∈ {i, j}. Here, D2D pairs pi and pj communicate on RBs
ri and rj at the same time. In Equation (52), if reusing the RB
leads to a decrease in the data rate below φmin for either pi or
pj , the coalition is not created, so fi,j is set to −1. Otherwise,
gain
a rate gain φi,j introduced by the new coalition of both D2D
pairs is calculated by
sole
sole
φgain
i,j = (φi,i + φi,j + φj,i + φj,j ) − (φi,i + φj,j ),

(53)

sole
where φsole
i,i and φj,j indicate the data rates of pi or pj without
RB sharing, respectively. The utility fi,j is obtained for all
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possible coalitions created by any two pairs pi , pj ∈ P̂ , which
are inserted into a bilateral utility matrix:


0
· · · f1,|P̂|


..
..
..

F=
(54)
.
.
.


f|P̂|,1 · · ·
0

The bilateral utility matrix is symmetric (that is, fi,j = fj,i ),
and the diagonal values in F are zeros (since D2D pairs cannot
create a coalition with themselves). Then, the positive elements
in F are sorted decreasingly, where every couple of symmetric
positive elements is treated as one element (fi,j = fj,i ). The
sorted positive elements fi,j stand for a vector of sub-games
played sequentially over time in a way that one sub-game is
played in every step. Initially, the sub-game is played between
two D2D pairs pi and pj on their dedicated RBs ri and rj . The
coalition is created if pi and pj both agree to reuse their RBs
with each other. After that, when a D2D pair pi wants to join a
coalition Θm , the sub-game is played between pi and all D2D
pairs in Θm . In this case, pi is allowed to joint Θm if all D2D
pairs in Θm agree (that is, fi,j > 0, ∀pj ∈ Θm ).
4.3 Coloring-based Management Schemes
In the coloring-based management schemes, a graph is constructed to show the interference relationship between UEs,
where the vertex set contains the involved UEs (i.e., CUEs
and D2D pairs). When two vertices are connected by an edge,
it means that the corresponding UEs will impose significant
interference on each other. In this case, they cannot share the
same RB. This is similar to the vertex coloring problem [36],
where two adjacent vertices cannot be painted with the same
color. In other words, if a group of vertices can be painted
with the same color, their UEs are viewed as interference-free.
In this case, these UEs are able to use the same RB.
Cai et al. [37] build a graph to help a set P̂ of D2D pairs
reuse the RBs allocated to a set ÛDL of downlink CUEs, where
each vertex in the graph corresponds to one D2D pair in P̂ .
When the distance between the sender of a D2D pair and the
receiver of another D2D pair is shorter than a threshold, the
sender will interfere with that receiver. In this case, the two
vertices corresponding to these two D2D pairs will be linked
by an edge. On the other hand, each CUE ui ∈ ÛDL is treated as
one color c̃i . Once a D2D sender is close to CUE ui , the sender
also imposes non-neglected interference on ui . Because of this,
a SINR limited area (SLA) for CUE ui is used to identify a set of
D2D pairs that cannot reuse ui ’s RB. More concretely, ui ’s SLA
is a circular area centered at ui , whose radius is defined by
s
t̃(pSj ) × β × λmin
ε
i
,
(55)
t̃(τ [i]) × 10−L(τ,ui )/10
where a D2D pair pj ∈ P̂ wants to reuse ui ’s RB. In Equation (55), ε is the exponent for path loss, β is a normalization
factor, λmin
is the minimum required SINR of ui , t̃(τ [i]) is the
i
BS’s transmitted power to send data to ui , and L(τ, ui ) is the
distance from the BS to ui . In particular, if the distance between
CUE ui and D2D sender pSj is no larger than the radius, D2D
pair pj is located in ui ’s SLA and it cannot reuse ui ’s RB. In
other words, vertex vj cannot be painted with color c̃i .
For each vertex vj , if color c̃i is available, the correlation
degree of vertex vj for color c̃i (denoted by ρi,j ) is defined
by the number of vj ’s neighboring vertices whose candidate
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color sets also contain c̃i . However, if color c̃i is not available
for vertex vj , ρi,j is set to −∞. Then, the label of vertex vj for
color ci is defined by

log2 (1 + λi ) + log2 (1 + λj )
.
ρi,j + 1

(56)

To find the D2D pairs from P̂ to share the RBs of the CUEs in
ÛDL , we iteratively select the vertex with the largest label and
dye it with a color c̃i . Then, c̃i is removed from the candidate
color set of the selected vertex and each of its neighbors. The
above procedure is repeated until the candidate color sets of
all vertices become empty.
Yang et al. [12] consider a full-duplex cellular network that
contains uplink CUEs (i.e., ÛUL ), downlink CUEs (i.e., ÛDL ),
and D2D pairs (i.e., P̂ ). An interference graph is drawn for RB
allocation, where each vertex vi ∈ V̂ denotes a communication
link (i.e., an uplink in ÛUL , a downlink in ÛDL , or a D2D link
in P̂ ) and V̂ is the vertex set. Each edge (vi , vj ) expresses the
mutual interference between two vertices vi and vj , whose
weight is defined by

w(vi , vj ) = Ivi ,vj + Ivj ,vi ,

(57)

where Ivi ,vj denotes the interference from vi to vj , which is
calculated as follows:

0,
if vi = vj



ḡτ × t̃(τ [i]),
if vi ∈ ÛDL and vj ∈ ÛUL
Ivi ,vj =

∞,
if vi , vj ∈ ÛUL or vi , vj ∈ ÛDL


g̃(vi , vj ) × t̃(vi ), otherwise
(58)
In Equation (58), case 1 means that a communication link will
not interfere with itself. Case 2 is that a link couple of uplink
CUE and downlink CUE share the same RB. As discussed in
Section 3.2, the self-interference will occur at the BS, which is
evaluated by Equation (4). Case 3 means that two uplink CUEs
or two downlink CUEs cannot share the same RB. In case 4,
g̃(vi , vj ) is the channel gain from vi ’s sender (i.e., the uplink
CUE, the BS, and the D2D sender if vi belongs to ÛUL , ÛDL ,
and P̂ , respectively) to vj ’s receiver (i.e., the BS, the downlink
CUE, and the D2D receiver if vj belongs to ÛUL , ÛDL , and
P̂ , respectively), and t̃(vi ) is the transmitted power of vi ’s
sender. By considering each RB in R̂ as one color, the resource
allocation problem can be translated into the vertex coloring
problem. Let V̂k ⊆ V̂ be the set of vertices painted with color
rk ∈ R̂. In other words, all communication links in V̂k can
share RB rk . Moreover, three terms are defined for V̂k :
•

•

•

The complementary set V̂kC contains all vertices not in V̂k
(i.e., V̂kC = V̂ − V̂k ).
The throughput value ξT (V̂k ) is the sum of the data rate
of each communication link in V̂k , taking account of the
mutual interference, which can be expressed by
X
B
(59)
log2 (1 + λkvi ),
ξT (V̂k ) =
vi ∈V̂k |R̂|

where B is the channel bandwidth and λkvi is the SINR
of the communication link vi on RB rk .
The interference value ξI (V̂k ) is the sum of the mutual
interference value between every two communication
links in V̂k , which is calculated by
X
ξI (V̂k ) =
w(vi , vj ).
(60)
vi ,vj ∈V̂k

For each rk ∈ R̂, V̂k is initially set to ∅ (so ξT (V̂k ) = ξI (V̂k ) =
0). Afterward, we select a vertex vi ∈ V̂kC to dye with a
color and update ξT (V̂k ). If vi ∈ ÛUL ∪ ÛDL , another vertex
vj is chosen to make them form a vertex pair (that is, vi and
vj would become a link couple). After all possible coloring
choices have been tried, we update the throughput value with
the largest ξT (V̂k ), and dye the corresponding vertex pair or
D2D vertex (i.e., vi ∈ P̂ ). Whenever a vertex pair or D2D vertex
is dyed, the information of all vertices (e.g., ξT (V̂k ) and ξI (V̂k ))
should be updated. The above resource allocation procedure
is repeated until coloring a new vertex pair or a D2D vertex
cannot improve the throughput value ξT (V̂k ).
After all |R̂| colors have been used to dye vertices, we
can decide the transmitted power of each sender based on the
interference value. More concretely, a power allocation factor
for RB rk is defined by

δk = P

1/ξI (V̂k )
ra ∈R̂

1/ξI (V̂a )

.

(61)

For the sender of the communication link in vertex vi ∈ V̂k , its
transmitted power is calculated by

CUE

 δk × tmax , if vi ∈ ÛUL
(62)
t̃(vi ) =
δk × tBS
max , if vi ∈ ÛDL

 δ × tD2D , if v ∈ P̂
k
i
max

BS
D2D
where tCUE
max , tmax , and tmax represent the maximum transmitted power of CUEs, the BS, and D2D senders, respectively.
After performing the power allocation procedure, the updated
transmitted power for each communication link is used as
the input to the resource allocation procedure. In [12], the
resource and power allocation procedures will be performed
iteratively until either of the two conditions holds: (1) The
improvement of network throughput is below ς , where ς is a
sufficiently small threshold (in other words, the improvement
of network throughput is insignificant). (2) The number of iterations reaches a predefined bound α3 . Therefore, the overall
2
time complexity is O(α3 (NRB × NDP
)), where NRB = |R̂| and
NDP = |P̂|.
Zhao et al. [38] allocate a set R̂ of RBs to a set ÛUL of uplink
CUEs, where |ÛUL | = |R̂| (in other words, each CUE will be
given one RB). They want to make a set P̂ of D2D pairs reuse
these RBs in R̂, such that the amount of suffered interference
of UEs can be minimized. To do so, a bidirected interference
graph is adopted to delineate the interference between pairs of
communication links when these links share the same RB. In
the bidirected graph, each vertex vi stands for a communication link, where vi ∈ ÛUL indicates the cellular link between an
uplink CUE and the BS, and vi ∈ P̂ represents the D2D link.
Each edge (vi , vj ) depicts the interference relationship between
two vertices vi and vj , whose weight, as denoted by w(vi , vj ),
gives the amount of interference that vi suffers from vj when
they share the same RB:


∞,
vi ∈ ÛUL , vj ∈ ÛUL , vi 6= vj




vi = vj
 ∞,
g̃(pSj , τ ) × t̃(pSj ), vi ∈ ÛUL , vj ∈ P̂
w(vi , vj ) =



g̃(uj , pRi ) × t̃(uj ), vi ∈ P̂, vj ∈ ÛUL



g̃(pSj , pRi ) × t̃(uj ), vi ∈ P̂, vj ∈ P̂, vi 6= vj
(63)

Since two CUEs cannot co-use the same RB and a communication link will not interfere with itself, the weight is set
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to infinity in the first two cases. The other three cases in
Equation (63) describe in order the D2D-to-CUE, CUE-toD2D, and D2D-to-D2D interference. Then, the sum of suffered
interference for a D2D pair vi ∈ P̂ is calculated by
X
Si =
w(vi , vj ) + w(vj , vi ).
(64)
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1
Level
0

Start
2

t̃(ξ(ui )) = λmin
× σ/g̃(ξ(ui ), ui ),
i

(65)

where g̃(ξ(ui ), ui ) is the channel gain between ξ(ui ) and
ui , so as to meet the λmin
requirement while mitigating the
i
interference in Ĝk . The above procedure is repeated until every
UE in Cˆ has been checked.
However, when Cˆ is not empty (that is, some UEs are
still not given RBs), the branch-and-bound (BnB) method [40]
is applied to find new members from Cˆ for each group Ĝk .
More concretely, BnB builds a binary tree to decide whether
to add each UE in Cˆ to Ĝk . The root (at level 0) is a starting
node. At level i (i > 0), the left and right children mean to and
not to add ui , respectively. After that, BnB checks each tree
node by the bread-first search. Since the tree size may be large,
a bound function is employed to reduce the computational
cost. Here, the bound function checks whether adding ui to
Ĝk can enlarge |Ĝk | (i.e., more UEs can share RB rk ) or the
interference in Ĝk can be decreased. Once a tree node fails to
pass the bound function, including that node will make the

ua

4
Add

5
Not

ub

ub

2

3

Not

ua

vj ∈ÛUL ∪P̂,vj 6=vi

Each RB in R̂ is viewed as one color used to dye vertices.
Because |ÛUL | = |R̂|, for each vertex in ÛUL , it is painted with
a different color. After that, a greedy approach is adopted to
color the vertices in P̂ , which sorts them decreasingly according to their Si values. In other words, the D2D pair with the
strongest interference will be handled first. The above iteration
is repeated until all vertices in P̂ have been painted or there
is no available color. The time complexity of the management
scheme in [38] is O(NDP × (NUL + NDP )2 ), where NDP and NUL
are the numbers of D2D pairs and uplink CUEs, respectively.
Lai et al. [39] allot a set R̂ of RBs to downlink CUEs (i.e.,
ÛDL ) and D2D pairs (i.e., P̂ ), where they use a set Û to indicate
the involved receivers. In other words, Û contains all CUEs in
ÛDL and the receivers of all D2D pairs in P̂ . Each UE ui ∈ Û
has a minimum required SINR (as denoted by λmin
), and an
i
RB rk ∈ R̂ can be allocated to ui only if ui ’s SINR on rk is
no smaller than λmin
. The objective is to minimize the outage
i
ratio, which is the ratio of the number of UEs not assigned
with any RB (due to the violation of the λmin
requirement)
i
to the total number of UEs in Û . To do so, a graph is built
to reveal the interference relationship among UEs, where the
vertex set includes each UE in Û . For any two UEs ui and uj ,
if the signal strength s̃(ξ(ui ), uj ) of ui ’s sender, as denoted by
ξ(ui ), gotten by uj exceeds a threshold, there will be an edge
to link ui and uj in the graph, which means that ξ(ui ) imposes
significant interference on uj . In this case, ui and uj are the
neighbors of each other. Let N̂i denote the set of neighbors of
ui . All UEs in Û are sorted by their number of neighbors (i.e.,
|N̂i |) decreasingly, whose result is stored in Cˆ. Then, for each
UE ui ∈ Cˆ, an RB rk ∈ R̂ can be assigned to it if (1) Ĝk ∩ N̂i = ∅
and (2) ui is not a CUE or Ĝk contains no CUEs, where Ĝk is the
group of UEs sharing rk . Here, the first condition means that ui
will not share rk with any neighbor (due to interference) and
the second condition indicates that each RB can be allocated to
at most one CUE. Afterward, ui is removed from Cˆ, and the
transmitted power of ξ(ui ) is set to

3

Add

1

6
Add

7
Not

ub

ub

8
Add

9
Not

10
Add

11
Not

12
Add

13
Not

14
Add

15
Not

uc

uc

uc

uc

uc

uc

uc

uc

Fig. 4: An example of the binary tree built by the BnB method in the work
[39].

solution worse, so its subtree is pruned accordingly. Figure 4
shows an example, where Cˆ = {ua , ub , uc }. Supposing that
node 6 cannot pass the bound function, nodes 12 and 13 need
not be checked, because they will not be a part of the optimal
solution. When a branch “node 1 → node 3 → node 7 →
node 14” is found by BnB, the best solution is to add uc to
Ĝk . After adding new members to a group Ĝk by the BnB
method, the transmitted power of the senders of some UEs
in Ĝk is increased to improve their throughput. Given NRB RBs
in R̂, NDL downlink CUEs in ÛDL , and NDP D2D pairs in P̂ , the
time complexity of the management scheme proposed in [39]
is O(NRB × (NDL + NDP ) × (NDL + NDP − NRB )3 ).

4.4 Other Management Schemes
Except for the aforementioned matching-based, game-based,
and coloring-based management schemes, there have been
various management schemes proposed to handle resource allocation and power control for in-band D2D communications.
Duong et al. [41] assume that the location of each UE
can be known through the global positioning system or some
positioning technologies [42]. Given a set ÛUL of uplink CUEs
and a set P̂ of D2D pairs, they want to select a CUE ui from ÛUL
for each D2D pair pj in P̂ to reuse its RB, such that pj ’s outage
probability can be minimized. Here, the outage means that the
SINR of pj cannot meet its SINR demand. More concretely, let
λj and λmin
be the current SINR and the target SINR of D2D
j
pair pj , respectively. The outage probability of pj conditioned
on a selected CUE ui is calculated as follows:


s̃(pSj , pRj ) − σ × λmin
j
,
Pr λj < λmin
|
u
=
1
−
i
j
s̃(pSj , pRj ) + χ

(66)

χ = σ × λmin
× λmin
× L(ui , τ )−ε × L(ui , pRj )−ε ,
j
i

where s̃(pSj , pR
j ) denotes the received signal power at D2D
min
receiver pR
is the
j , σ is the power of the thermal noise, λi
minimum required SINR of ui , and ε is the path-loss exponent.
From Equation (66), it is apparent that the outage probability
highly depends on the distance between ui and the BS (i.e.,
L(ui , τ )) and the distance from ui to pRj (i.e., L(ui , pRj )). Then,
three options are proposed to select CUEs for D2D pairs to
share their RBs as follows:
[Option 1] Choose a CUE ui∗ that minimizes the outage
probability of a specific D2D pair pj , which is expressed by


| ui .
ui∗ = arg min Pr λj < λmin
j
ui ∈ÛUL

(67)
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[Option 2] Choose a CUE ui that minimizes the sum of outage
probabilities of all D2D pairs in P̂ , which is expressed by
X


Pr λj < λmin
| ui .
(68)
ui∗ = arg min
j
ui ∈ÛUL

pj ∈P̂

[Option 3] Choose a CUE ui that minimizes the maximum of
outage probabilities of all D2D pairs in P̂ , which is expressed
by



(69)
| ui .
ui∗ = arg min maxpj ∈P̂ Pr λj < λmin
j
ui ∈ÛUL

Note that options 2 and 3 are applicable to a small set P̂ of
D2D pairs.
Given ÛUL and P̂ , Xu et al. [43] formulate an MINP problem
to allocate a set R̂ of RBs to the uplink CUEs in ÛUL and
the D2D pairs in P̂ and also decide their transmitted power,
so as to maximize the energy efficiency of D2D pairs while
ensuring the minimum (guaranteed) throughput for CUEs.
More concretely, this problem is expressed mathematically as
follows:
P
P
k
SP̂
pj ∈P̂
rk ∈R̂ log2 (1 + λj )
max
= 1P
,
P
S
ZUL ,TUL ,TDP T
P̂
pj ∈P̂
rk ∈R̂ t̃(pj , rk ) + 2NDP × ecir
η
(70)
subject to
X

rk ∈R̂



log2 1 + λki ≥ φmin
,
i

∀ui ∈ ÛUL ,

(71)

0 ≤ t̃(ui , rk ) ≤ zik × tmax
,
i
X
S
max
t̃(pj , rk ) ≤ tj ,

∀ui ∈ ÛUL ,

(72)

∀pj ∈ P̂,

(73)

∀pj ∈ P̂, ∀rk ∈ R̂,

(74)

zik

∀ui ∈ ÛUL , ∀rk ∈ R̂,

(75)

rk ∈R̂
S
t̃(pj , rk )

≥ 0,

∈ {0, 1}
X
z k = 1,
r ∈R̂ i
Xk
zik = 1,
ui ∈ÛUL

[Subproblem 1] RB allocation and power control for CUEs. For a
fixed TDP matrix (that is, the power allocation of D2D senders
is given), the MINP problem can be rewritten by

∀ui ∈ ÛUL ,

(76)

∀rk ∈ R̂.

(77)

In
 k Equation (70) (i.e., the objective function), ZUL =
zi NUL ×NRB is the matrix of RB allocation for uplink CUEs,
where zik is
to reveal whether CUE ui uses RB
 an indicator

rk , TUL = t̃(ui , rk ) NUL ×NRB is the matrix of power allocation
for uplink CUEs, where
t̃(ui ,irk ) is ui ’s transmitted power on
h
S
is the power allocation
RB rk , and TDP = t̃(pj , rk )
NDP ×NRB

for D2D pairs, where t̃(pSj , rk ) is the transmitted power of the
sender in D2D pair pj on RB rk . Moreover, η denotes the power
amplifier efficiency (0 < η < 1) and ecir signifies the circuit
power. Here, the numerator in Equation (70) is the overall
spectral efficiency of the D2D pairs in P̂ and the denominator gives their total power consumption. As to constraints,
Equation (71) means that the minimum rate requirement of
each CUE (denoted by φmin
) should be granted. Equation (72)
i
limits the transmitted power of CUEs. On the other hand, both
Equations (73) and (74) limit the transmitted power of D2D
senders. Equation (75) points out that zik is an indicator whose
value is either 0 or 1. Equations (76) and (77) indicate that a
CUE should be allocated with an RB and an RB can be used by
only one CUE, respectively.
However, since the MINP problem is intractable, it is divided into two subproblems:

max

ZUL ,TUL

SP̂ (ZUL , TUL )
,
TP̂

(78)

subject to Equations (71), (72), (75), (76), and (77). Subproblem
1 can be translated into an assignment problem and solved by
the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm.
[Subproblem 2] Power control for D2D pairs. For fixed ZUL and
TUL matrices (that is, the RB and power allocation of CUEs is
given), the MINP problem can be rewritten as follows:

max
TDP

SP̂ (TDP )
,
TP̂ (TDP )

(79)

subject to Equations (71), (73), and (74). Subproblem 2 is in the
form of fractional programming, which can be solved by the
parametric algorithm proposed in [44].
Kose et al. [45] assign each RB in R̂ to an uplink CUE ui ∈
ÛUL with the best channel gain and calculate its transmitted
power by

t̃(ui ) =

λmin
× (σ + IBS )
i
,
g̃(ui , τ )

(80)

where λmin
is the target SINR of ui and IBS is the maximum
i
allowed interference at the BS. Then, they choose D2D pairs
from P̂ to share the RBs allocated to the uplink CUEs. Like
the work [26], a conflict graph is constructed for P̂ to find
an MIS P̂MIS of D2D pairs, where these D2D pairs will not
impose significant interference on each other (the detail has
be discussed in Section 4.2). After that, a knapsack problem
is considered to choose D2D pairs from P̂MIS to share an RB
rk ∈ R̂, which can be expressed as follows:
X
Maximize:
ϕj × zjk ,
(81)
pj ∈P̂MIS

subject to

X

pj ∈P̂MIS



zjk × g̃(pSj , τ ) × t̃(pSj ) ≤ IBS ,

zjk ∈ {0, 1}, ∀pj ∈ P̂MIS .

(82)
(83)

Equation (81) gives the objective function, where ϕj is the
value of D2D pair pj (which is set to 1, making all D2D pairs
equal in significance) and zjk is an indicator to reveal whether
pj shares RB rk (as shown in Equation (83), where zjk = 1 if
so, or zjk = 0 otherwise). On the other hand, the constraint
in Equation (82) means that the aggregate interference caused
by the sender pSj of each selected D2D pair from P̂MIS on
the BS (i.e., τ ) cannot exceed a specific level IBS . The above
procedure of MIS and knapsack is repeated until the conflict
graph becomes empty.
Hong et al. [46] deal with both resource and power allocation for D2D communications in millimeter wave (mmWave)
cellular networks. They assume that each uplink CUE ui ∈ ÛUL
is allocated with an RB rk ∈ R̂ and let a set P̂ of D2D pairs
reuse their RBs. To do so, a greedy algorithm is proposed,
which sets the provisional transmitted power of the sender
in a D2D pair pj ∈ P̂ as follows:
n
o
t̃(pSj )∗ = min tmax
, IBS /|h(pSj , τ, k)|2 ,
(84)
j

where tmax
is the maximum transmitted power of pSj , IBS
j
denotes the interference constraint at the BS, and h(pSj , τ, k)
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Fig. 5: The DNN structure used in [48] to find the power vector ~tDNN for
D2D pairs.

is the small-scale fading coefficient from D2D sender pSj to the
BS τ on RB rk . In this way, the SINR for D2D pair pj on RB rk
can be estimated by

λkj =

|h(pSj , pRj , k)|2 × t̃(pSj )∗
|h(ui , pRj , k)|2

× t̃(ui ) + σ

,

(85)

where t̃(ui ) is the transmitted power of CUE ui . Then, for each
CUE in ÛUL , the greedy algorithm picks the D2D pair with the
maximum SINR λkj to share its RB. The time complexity of this
2
algorithm is O(NDP
), where NDP is the number of D2D pairs
in P̂ .
After RB allocation, the optimal transmitted power of each
D2D sender is found by the difference of convex (DC) programming. Let P̂k be the set of D2D pairs using RB rk . The power
allocation problem on rk is formulated as follows:
X
φkj ,
(86)
max
Tk

pj ∈P̂k

subject to

0 ≤ t̃(pSj ) ≤ tmax
, ∀pj ∈ P̂k ,
j
X
S
|h(pj , τ, k)|2 × t̃(pSj ) ≤ IBS ,
pj ∈P̂k

= f1 (Tk ) − f2 (Tk ),

(88)

χ1 =

|h(ui , pRj , k)|2

χ2 =

X

and

× t̃(pSl ),

f2 (Tk ) = log2 (χ3 + χ4 + σ) .
χ3 =

|h(ui , pRj , k)|2

× t̃(ui ),

χ4 =

X

|h(pSl , pRj , k)|2 × t̃(pSl ),

pl ∈P̂k \{pj }

(90)

× t̃(ui ),

|h(pSl , pRj , k)|2
pl ∈P̂k

be the power vector of all D2D pairs on each RB. Then, the
achievable rate of D2D pair pj can be calculate by
!
X B
g̃(pSj , pRj ) × tkj
log2 1 +
,
(92)
DRj (~t) =
σ + χ1 + χ2
|R̂|
rk ∈R̂
X
χ1 =
g̃(pSl , pRj ) × tkl ,
pl ∈P̂\{pj }

χ2 = g̃(ui , pRj ) × t̄ki ,

where B is the channel bandwidth. Then, Figure 5 presents
the DNN structure to find the power vector, whose result
is denoted by ~tDNN . Both DNN modules 1 and 2 are based
on a feed-forward neural network, whose inputs contain the
normalized channel gain between two nodes x and y on a dB
scale:
p

log10 (g̃(x, y)) − µĝ
,
E[(log10 (g̃(x, y)) − µĝ )2 ]

(91)

Here, both f1 (Tk ) and f2 (Tk ) are concave functions, as they
are the logarithmic functions of affine functions. After that, the
above DC problem can be solved by using the first order Taylor
series approximation with an iterative method proposed in
[47].
Lee et al. [48] apply the deep neural network (DNN) technique
and a heuristic equally reduced power (ERP) scheme (proposed

(93)

where µĝ = E[log10 (g̃(x, y))] and E[·] is the expectation
operation with respect to g̃(x, y), and also the normalized
transmitted power of each CUE ui ∈ ÛUL :

t̄ki
tmax

,

(94)

where tmax is the maximum transmitted power of any UE.
In Figure 5, DNN module 1 decides the normalized total
transmitted power of each D2D pair pj ∈ P̂ :
P
k
rk ∈R̂ tj
.
(95)
tmax
DNN module 2 finds the proportion of transmitted power
assigned to each RB rk ∈ R̂:

tkj
P

(89)

where

f1 (Tk ) = log2 (χ1 + χ2 + σ) ,

in [49]) to handle resource and power management for in-band
D2D communications. They consider that a set R̂ of RBs have
been allocated to a set ÛUL of uplink CUEs, where each CUE
ui ∈ ÛUL is given one RB rk ∈ R̂, whose transmitted power on
rk is t̄ki . There is also a set P̂ of D2D pairs that want to share the
RBs in R̂. Let tkj denote the transmitted
n power of the sender
o
~
in a D2D pair pj on an RB rk and t = tkj | ∀pj ∈ P̂, ∀rk ∈ R̂

(87)

where Tk denotes the vector of transmitted power for the
D2D pairs in P̂k . More specifically, the objective function in
Equation (86) is to maximize the sum rate of D2D pairs in
P̂k , where φkj is the data rate of D2D pair pj on RB rk . The
constraint in Equation (87) puts the lower and upper bounds
on the transmitted power, while the constraint in Equation (88)
is to limit the interference at the BS below threshold IBS . To let
the objective function be convex, φkj is formulated as follows:

φkj
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k
rk ∈R̂ tj

.

(96)

After that, ~tDNN can be derived by multiplying the outputs of
both DNN modules by tmax , as shown in Figure 5.
On the other hand, the ERP scheme assumes that each
D2D sender has the same transmitted power on each RB, as
denoted by terp , whose optimal value can be found through
the following optimization problem:
X
Maximize:
DRj (~tERP ),
(97)
pj ∈P̂

subject to
X

pj ∈P̂

g̃(pSj , τ ) × terp ≤ IBS ,

DRj (~tERP ) ≥ DRth ,

∀rk ∈ R̂

(98)

∀pj ∈ P̂.

(99)

In Equation (97), ~tERP = terp × 1|P̂|×|R̂| is the power vector
calculated by ERP, where 1|P̂|×|R̂| is the vector of all 1’s with
size of |P̂| × |R̂|. The constraint in Equation (98) indicates that
the interference caused by all D2D pairs on the BS cannot exceed threshold IBS . In addition, the constraint in Equation (99)
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work
[16]
[18]
[19]
[21]
[23]
[26]
[29]
[32]
[34]
[37]
[12]
[38]
[39]
[41]
[43]
[45]
[46]
[48]

TABLE 3: Comparison of the resource and power management schemes for in-band D2D communications discussed in Section 4.
partner
power
multikey
time
category
CUEs
control
pairs
techniques
complexity
3 )
matching
uplink
Kuhn-Munkres algorithm
O(NUL
3 )
matching
uplink
X
Kuhn-Munkres algorithm
O(NUL
matching downlink
Gale-Shapley algorithm
O(NDL × NDP )
matching
uplink
X
Gale-Shapley algorithm
O(α1 NDL × NDP )
matching
uplink
X
Blossom algorithm
O((α2 NDP )3 )
3 )
game
uplink
X
X
Stackelberg game + MIS
O(NDP
game
uplink
X
X
matching and Stackelberg games
not mentioned
game
uplink
X
coalition formation game + WOA
not mentioned
game
none
X
sequential bargaining game
not mentioned
coloring
downlink
X
SLA + labeling
not mentioned
2 ))
coloring
both
X
X
iterative
O(α3 (NRB × NDP
coloring
uplink
X
bidirected interference graph
O(NDP × (NUL + NDP )2 )
coloring
downlink
X
X
BnB method
O(NRB × (NDL + NDP ) × (NDL + NDP − NRB )3 )
other
uplink
X
outage probability
not mentioned
other
uplink
X
X
assignment + fractional programming not mentioned
other
uplink
X
X
MIS + knapsack solution
not mentioned
2 )
other
uplink
X
X
greedy algorithm + DC programming
O(NDP
other
uplink
X
X
DNN + ERP
not mentioned

means that the data rate of each D2D pair should be at least
DRth . After obtaining both ~tDNN and ~tERP , the final power
vector ~t will be the one of ~tDNN and ~tERP that can maximize
the sum rate of all D2D pairs in P̂ .
4.5

Discussion

Table 3 presents a comparison between the resource and power
management schemes for in-band D2D communications discussed in Section 4. Except for the “category” field, the meanings of other fields are detailed as follows:
•

•

•

•

•

Partner CUEs: This field indicates whether a management scheme makes D2D pairs share the RBs allocated
to “uplink” CUEs (i.e., ÛUL ) or “downlink” CUEs (i.e.,
ÛDL ). If this field is marked as “both”, it means that
the management scheme allows D2D pairs to share the
RBs of the CUEs in both ÛUL and ÛDL . On the other
hand, if the field is marked as “none”, the management
scheme considers using the overlay mode, where D2D
pairs have their dedicated RBs.
Power control: A check mark (i.e., “X”) indicates that the
management scheme can find the adequate transmitted
power of each sender (including the BS, uplink CUEs,
and D2D senders) to mitigate its interference or increase
the throughput. Otherwise, the transmitted power of
all senders is considered as predefined and will not
change.
Multi-pairs: A check mark indicates that the management scheme permits multiple D2D pairs to share the
same RB. Otherwise, each RB can be co-used by at most
one CUE and one D2D pair.
Key techniques: This field presents the techniques
adopted by a management scheme to solve the resource
and power management problem.
Time complexity: The notations NUL , NDL , NDP , NRB
indicate the numbers of uplink CUEs, downlink CUEs,
D2D pairs, and RBs, respectively.

In the matching-based category, most management
schemes (except that in [19]) make D2D pairs reuse the RBs
allotted to uplink CUEs. The schemes in [18], [21], and [23]
adjust the transmitted power of D2D senders to maximize
their throughput, under the premise that they will not cause
non-neglected interference on the CUEs that use the same

RBs. Since the matching-based management schemes construct
a weighted bipartite graph and then find one-to-one assignments between CUEs and D2D pairs to share RBs, each RB
can be reused by at most one D2D pair. Thus, the spectral
efficiency of the matching-based management schemes would
be lower than those management schemes that allow multiple
D2D pairs to share the same RB. To find a maximum-weight
matching from the bipartite graph, the studies [16] and [18]
adopt the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm, the studies [19] and [21]
employ the Gale-Shapley algorithm, and the work [23] uses
the Blossom algorithm. As to the time complexity, α1 is the
number of iterations taken by [21] to calculate the transmitted
power for all senders and construct the partner selection matrices. Moreover, α2 is the maximum number of RBs allocated
to each D2D pair in [23]. Note that in the work [18], we only
list the time complexity of its resource allocation method.
In the game-based category, the studies [26], [29], [32]
consider the scenario of sharing RBs with uplink CUEs and
find suitable transmitted power for D2D senders. Both [26]
and [29] allow multiple D2D pairs to share the same RB, but
the work [32] restricts each CUE to share its RB with only one
D2D pair. On the other hand, the work [34] adopts the overlay
mode, so D2D pairs have their dedicated RBs. Multiple D2D
pairs can co-use the same RB, but their transmitted power is
fixed. Speaking of the methodology, Chen et al. [26] use the
Stackelberg game to find transmitted power for D2D senders
and deal with RB allocation by MIS. Yuan et al. [29] apply both
matching and Stackelberg games to handle resource and power
allocation. Sun et al. [32] first formulate the resource allocation
problem by the coalition formation game, and then solve the
power control problem by WOA. Najla et al. [34] propose a
sequential bargaining game to find a group of D2D pairs to
share each RB. As to the time complexity, the Stackelberg game
3
along with the MIS solution in [26] take O(NDP
) time. Other
studies [29], [32], [34] do not analyze the time complexity.
In the coloring-based category, both studies [37], [39] consider the downlink case, while the study [38] aims at the
uplink case. The work [12] assumes a full-duplex cellular
network, where D2D pairs can share the RBs of both uplink
and downlink CUEs. All of them allow multiple D2D pairs
to share the same RB, but only [12] and [39] take the power
control issue into account. Speaking of the key techniques, Cai
et al. [37] combine both SLA and labeling to deal with RB
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allocation. Yang et al. [12] iteratively carry out the resource and
power allocation procedures to improve network throughput.
Zhao et al. [38] construct a bidirected interference graph to
allocate RBs to uplink CUEs and D2D pairs. Lai et al. [39]
employ the BnB method to find more D2D pairs to share the
RBs given to downlink CUEs. As to the time complexity, α3
is the maximum number of iterations to perform the resource
and power allocation procedures in [12].
Except for the matching-based, game-based, and coloringbased management schemes, there have been various management schemes developed. In particular, Duong et al. [41]
discuss how to minimize the outage probability of D2D pairs.
Xu et al. [43] cope with both RB allocation and power control for uplink CUEs by an assignment solution, and handle
power control for D2D pairs by the fractional programming.
Kose et al. [45] combine both MIS and a knapsack solution
to allocate RBs to D2D pairs. Hong et al. [46] propose one
greedy algorithm to find D2D pairs to share the RBs of uplink
CUEs, and then use the DC programming to decide their
transmitted power. Lee et al. [48] find two power vectors for
D2D pairs on each RB by DNN and ERP, and choose the power
vector that can maximize the sum rate of all D2D pairs. These
management schemes consider the scenario of sharing RBs
with uplink CUEs, and allow multiple D2D pairs to co-use the
same RB. To do so, they compute the transmitted power of UEs
(except [41]) according to the result of RB allocation to mitigate
interference. As to the time complexity, the greedy algorithm
2
in [46] requires O(NDP
) time. Other studies [41], [43], [45], [48]
do not mention the time complexity of their proposed schemes.

5

R ESEARCH D IRECTIONS

AND

C HALLENGES

In this section, we discuss some research directions and challenges of resource and power management for in-band D2D
communications.
First of all, many resource and power management
schemes aim to maximize network throughput, as referred
to the objective function in Equation (11). Nevertheless, some
CUEs or D2D pairs may encounter bad channel quality for a
pretty long time. For example, they are located near the cell’s
boundary or interfered by some long-lasting noises. In this
case, these UEs may be allocated with very few RBs or even
no RBs, which causes starvation. There have been a number of
RB allocation strategies proposed to support fair transmissions
among UEs, but blindly ensuring fair transmissions could
substantially reduce the overall network throughput [50]. Consequently, how to strike a good balance between the fairness
and the throughput will be a big challenge in resource and
power management for in-band D2D communications.
Second, most resource and power management schemes
assume a simple network environment with just macro-cells.
Except for the thermal noise σ , each CUE and D2D pair will
be only interfered by other transmitters (i.e., the macro-cell
BS, uplink CUEs, or D2D senders) that share the same RBs
in a macro-cell. In practice, a cellular network may comprise
heterogeneous cells [51]. More concretely, macro-cells act as the
network backbone to provide signal coverage in large geographic regions. On the other hand, small cells such as picocells or femto-cells are deployed inside some macro-cells to
enhance the signal quality. In order to increase the spectrum
usage, these small cells usually operate in similar subchannels
with the macro-cell in which they reside. Unavoidably, the
transmitters located in the small cells (including their BSs) will
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impose significant interference on the receivers in the macrocell, and vice versa. To mitigate such interference, we need
to manage spectrum resources and transmitted power for the
UEs in these cells at the same time.
Third, IoT devices have increased substantially in number
year by year [1]. Therefore, it can be expected that there will
be more and more D2D communications originated from IoT
devices. Unlike those D2D communications originated from
user devices (e.g., mobile phones and tablets) which could not
be predictable, IoT devices usually report their sensing data in
a regular manner. Furthermore, some popular communication
protocols developed for IoT applications such as the constrained
application protocol (CoAP) can allow users to specify the time
interval for each individual IoT device to report its data [52]. In
view of this, it is an interesting issue to take into account the
reporting intervals of IoT devices when allocating resources
and transmitted power to their D2D communications. For
example, we can prioritize each D2D pair on reusing the RBs
of a CUE according to the reporting interval and the type of
sensing data of the D2D sender in the pair.
Fourth, 3GPP has recently proposed the radio access network
(RAN) sharing scenario [53], which allows multiple service
providers to jointly use a BS (connecting to their EPCs through
S1 interfaces) and share the BS’s spectrum resources. The RAN
sharing scenario has a great impact on the existing resource
and power management schemes, because they assume that
all the BS’s RBs are dedicated to a single service provider. In
the RAN sharing scenario, each service provider owns merely
a part of the BS’s RBs [54]. Since the number of subscribed
UEs of each service provider in the cell may not necessarily be
similar, some service providers could have not enough RBs to
serve their UEs, whereas some other service providers need to
serve just a few UEs and thereby have unused RBs (which are
evidently wasted). In this case, it deserves further investigation
on how to let service providers borrow RBs from each other,
such that the traffic demands of more UEs can be satisfied.
Finally, the discussion in Section 4 targets at the management of RBs and transmitted power for the UEs located in the
same cell. Sometimes, the sender and the receiver of a D2D
pair may reside in different cells. Since RBs could be reused
across the two cells, some UEs in the overlap of both cells
may be allocated with the same RBs, thereby causing intercell interference [55]. In this case, the management of intercell D2D links should involve the collaboration of neighboring
BSs, whose objective is to mitigate the overall interference. A
few studies [56], [57] adopt the game theory, where each intercell D2D pair plays a repeated game with the nearby BSs in
such a way that these players share a subset of their initially
allocated RBs in order to maximize the utility. Inter-cell D2D
communications result in a more complex situation, which is
worthy of more in-depth study.

6

C ONCLUSION

In-band D2D communications not only alleviate the dilemma
of insufficient spectrum resources, but also increase the overall
throughput of a cellular network. Through the careful selection
of D2D pairs to share the RBs allocated to uplink or downlink
CUEs and also adjusting their transmitted power, the spectral
efficiency can be significantly improved. This chapter introduces the system architecture, control policy, and communication mode for in-band D2D communications, and formulates
the resource and power management problem. After that,
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we discuss and compare a variety of management schemes,
including matching-based, game-based, coloring-based, and
other schemes. Moreover, some research directions and challenges such as fair transmissions, heterogeneous cells, regular
reporting intervals, RAN sharing, and inter-cell D2D links are
also addressed in the chapter.
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